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Abstract

Making use of the World Value Survey (2010-2014) data, this research investigates the relationship between environmental values and confidence in central government, and how online media as an information source mediates this association in the cases of the Taiwan and China. This research found that environmental values are associated to confidence in government, which is argued as an indicator that environmental issues are becoming influencers of political legitimacy, especially personal importance ascribed to environmental values and that protecting the environment being more important than economic development. This research also finds support for the mediating role of online media, where it proves negative for China and positive for Taiwan. This research argues that both actors may learn from each other, and that Taiwan may gain benefit from adding a China-like environment-specific legal system to its arsenal, whilst China may benefit from a Taiwan-like approach to establishing an institutions approach to interacting and cooperating with environmental NGOs and the public, to counter the negative anti-government tendency of information that flows through online media.
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Political Consequences of Online Environmental Values: Cross Strait Comparison between China and Taiwan

In his book, *Profit over People*, Noam Chomsky (1999) argues that rapid economic development, through the broader acceptance of neoliberalism, has led to a maximisation of benefits for a few at the cost of the many, at the cost of a growing income disparity, resource depletion, and, core to this research, the cost of a deteriorating environment. Anthony Giddens emphatically points out that these environmental costs are seldom paid by those who cause them, becoming ‘externalities’ that impact instead on those who benefit least therefrom (Giddens, 2009). With neoliberalist economic policies gaining near-global acceptance, political systems aside are increasingly facing the brunt of its climate change consequences (Giddens, 2009; Gilley, 2006; Reus-Smit, 2007; Yan, 2013), including and increasingly unsettled public (Chafe, 2005; Coonan, 2009; Endres et al., 2009; Grano, 2012; Lee & So, 1999; Leonard, 2012; Levin, 2002; Mei-Fang, 2008), with online media the platform of choice for many to vent their frustration and raise their challenges (Endres et al., 2009; FlorCruz, 2012; Gilley, 2006; Hung, 2012; Jiang & Ortolano, 2009; Levin, 2002; Reus-Smit, 2007; Smith, 2011; "Telecommunication Figures," 2013).

**Economic Development**

These concerns, which have driven many to protest, have its origin in the increasingly rapid economic development. Reaching the end of industrialisation, the conclusion of the Second World War imparted on the US new found global influence, which they wasted no time in using. Key to their post-war rebuilding strategy, was the construction of a new global trade system that would impart a certain a certain level of interdependence amongst nations, and greater wealth than before, giving birth to the Washington consensus (Chomsky, 1999). Under this system, the US rapidly expanded its own industrial wealth from some 524 billion dollars in 1948 to 1.516 trillion dollars by 1979 (Chomsky, 1999; Jorgenson, Gollop, &
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Fraumeni, 2014), making the case for its wider global adoption through such aspects Free-Trade-Agreements (FTAs) and loans.

Attractive as wealth was, it drew its first Asian economies. Amongst these, Taiwan adopted economic ideals in 1952, when after the end of a period of hyperinflation the Kuo Min Tang (KMT) Nationalist party re-established government and economy on the island of Taiwan. Backed up by a period of land reform, existing Japanese infrastructure and US financial aid, the KMT party-driven economic development established a new stable currency, and a growth rate of 8.7% per year between 1952 and 1982 (Mai & Shi, 2001).

China joined this race much later in 1979, with the reform policy of Deng Xiaoping’s three goals of affluence, stability and power, mixing for the first time Authoritarian governance with neoliberal economic principle, setting in motion a period of rapid growth that initially exceeded 10% per year, before slipping below double figures in recent years and ranking China as the world second largest economy (Leonard, 2012; Yan, 2013). However, unlike its western counterpart, privatisation was allowed in limited amounts, with central government still maintaining much control (Chen, Chang, & Zhang, 1995; Leonard, 2012; Li, Cui, & Lu, 2014; Xu, 2011; Yan, 2013).

Environment and Protest

With the success of the new age of rapid economic development, environmental alarm bells soon rang louder and harder than they had during industrialisation. The race for ever increasing (national) wealth, in democratic and non-democratic nations alike, was causing mass-degradation to the environment, adding large quantities of man-made greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) into the atmosphere. At the centre of these, with around 50%\(^1\), carbon source are largely credited for aiding in the pushing of atmospheric GHG levels past 400ppm

\(^1\) This number varies across estimates, and changes frequently as new measurements and indirect effects are added. This number here, is also sans deforestation and indirect effects through decay, which adds another estimated 17% (Boden, Andres, & Marland, 2010; "IPCC," 2007; "Climate Change," 2012).
(parts per million) in 2015, growing at about 2.1ppm per year (National Research Council, 2012; Hossain & Selvanathan, 2011; Jasparro & Taylor, 2008; IPCC, 2014). But while climate change has received global attention, its more immediately visible counterpart, pollution, is what drives the local population to protest. Here such, reigns such examples as soil, water and air pollution that results from CO2, and other GHG and chemical pollutant expelled by from cars and factories (Van De Veer & Pierce, 2003).

Amongst the first to adopt the new economic system, Taiwan was amongst the first to face its environmental impacts and consequences. Also the first to feel its consequences. Amongst the key of these consequences, were the formation of both formal and informal resistance to environmental pollution². In protesting environmental consequences, earlier movements derived largely from rural communities, including farmers and indigenous tribes, who found themselves subjected to soil pollution and nuclear-waste siting (Ho, 2005; 2010; Goldsmith, 1999; Levin, 2002). However, following its democratisation in 1986, many formalised movements joined the fight as they gained legal rights under the new democratic constitution (Constitution of the Republic of China. art. XIV). Government followed up on environmental problems with the addition of a US-styled Environmental Protection Agency, that became enforcer of environmental policies through a number of cooperative projects with society and NGO’s (Environmental Protection Administration, 2010, 2014; Ho, 2009; Lee & So, 1999; Levin, 2002).

Likewise facing an environmental crisis, China has seen a dramatic rise in environmental movements of its own. Permitting environmental NGOs since 1994, China allowed for a limited participation of NGOs, limiting their functions to specified policy areas and the task to environmental education, rather than activation (Jiang & Ortolano, 2009; Tang & Zhan, 2012).

---

² By informal, it is mean that they lacked organization structure, such as an NGO would have (Laumann & Knoke, 1986).
2008; Yang & Taylor, 2010). This leaves the central government as the primary, and often the only viable, actor in the environmental enforcement role. Much as in Taiwan, civil society has thus had impetus to emerge, but drastically more so in China with an estimated 180,000 major protests a year by 2012 (Leonard, 2012), an increase of about 29% per year since 1996 (Blanchard & Ruwitch, 2013; Fengshi, 2009; Jie & Tao, 2012).

It is from this perspective, with little existing prior research of a directly comparable type, that this research investigates the relationship between environmental values and confidence in central government, and how online media as an information source serves in warping this association. Furthermore, with Taiwan having a relatively more peaceful time at present, and sharing both history and culture with China, there is perhaps an opportunity for these two actors to learn from each other in this regard. To this extent, use is made here of the World Value Survey (2010-2014), applying a path analyses on the cases of Taiwan and China.

**The Maintenance of Legitimacy**

Within this context, an argument arises for a politics of environmental values, one where political actors may be said to face either a crises of legitimacy or a legitimacy support base. Such a legitimacy may be defined as “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” (Suchman, 1995, 574). Legitimacy can thus be lost where the regime is perceived as no longer able to live up to the expectations that society placed on it. Mancur Olson (1971) has already pointed out that this relationship is seldom characteristic of rationality alone, and thus economic growth alone may lose its battle as pillar of legitimacy to the more evaluative side of values (Heberlein, 2012). For such a legitimacy to thus be built, it is argued here for the need to not only align environmental
values of the public with confidence in government, but also to ensure a uniform communication of these values across government-to-citizen communication platforms.

**Environmental Values and Confidence in Government**

A first step to such an alignment of views, and thus the building of support, and the avoidance of its loss, is argued here to focus on the basis of what build a citizens’ attitudes, namely values (Benford, 1993, 1997; Bateson, 1974; Goffman, 1984; Heberlein, 2012; Snow, Rochford, Worden, & Benford, 1986). Within the IPCC's 5th assessment report (IPCC, 2014), solutions dealing with climate change are divided into mitigation and adaption, with the resulting economic instruments—including carbon taxes, tradable allowances, and subsidies—, regulatory approaches, information programmes, government provision of public goods and services, and voluntary actions (IPCC, 2014), are described by Heberlein (2012) as technological, structural and cognitive fixes that incorrectly assumes a direct link to attitude change, which is further incorrectly assumed by many as being equal to human behaviour. To this remedy, values are suggested, with an emphasis on evaluative aspects thereof, which may be formed and reformed with exposure to information where the central government’s position will face competing views from corporate, civic and other actors in competition for the individuals’ support (Heberlein, 2012; Olson, 1971).

As such, political legitimacy hinges at least in part on the degree to which society is confident in governments’ ability to make satisfactory environmental policy that align to their environmental values. This legitimacy, as apparent from the literature above, is indiscriminate of political system, although the tools by which it can be achieved might be different. In the democracy, such legitimacy may be expressed through the mechanisms of
voting, whilst in both it may also be expressed through protest, each nevertheless affecting support for the regime. In Taiwan, such might be achieved through increased cooperative practices through the Environmental Protection Agency, whilst in China this may be seen through a strict legal application such as a dedicated environmental court (Beyer, 2006; Chun-Xi, Head, & Sheng-Rong, 1994) that has seen some 8400 arrests and 2100 cases turned over for police investigation in 2015 for various environmental infringements (Duncan, 2015). With this in mind, this research raises hypothesis one:

H1: Environmental values are associated to confidence in political institutions, with a positive association indicative of confidence, or a growth thereof, in the central government’s policy, a negative association indicating a loss of confidence and no association indicating no confidence.

**Environmental Values and Online Media as an Information Source**

Legitimacy also extends to the information regime. The values formed by citizens, will depend largely on the information to which they have access. Online media has proven strongly its role as such a media, acting not only as a platform for communication, but as one for dissemination of information, even if alternate to that visible in mainstream media, able to bypass censorship regimes sheer vastness and speed (Guobin & Calhoun, 2008; Hung, 2012; Kyriakopoulou, 2011). Its role in the maintenance of legitimacy has does become an essential one, especially as it has proved capable of achieving the opposite, degrading the legitimacy of ‘Arab Spring’ countries to such a level as to lead to the overthrow the presidents of Tunisia, Libya and Egypt (Harb, 2011; Hounshell, 2011; Miladi, 2011).

As a largely authoritarian regime, China has always actively enforced media control through its Department of Propaganda, making no secret of its censorship regime (Haiyan, 2010; Leonard, 2012; Liu, 2012; Tong, 2009). With traditional media thus carrying the
responsibility to serve primarily as the voice of the Chinese Communist Party, the public levels of trusts in it has driven many to the increased freedom perceived in government-permitted social media, such as Sina Weibo (Cottle, 2011; Walter, 2007; Wright, 2011).

By comparison, Taiwanese media has, since its 1980’s democratisation, become increasingly open and privatised, resembling more closely that of the United States as a media liberalism model, although this relationship is described as far from perfect (Rampal, 1994). Rawnsley and Gong (2011, p. 1) indicates that for Taiwan this relationship is “defined by high levels of conflict, hostility, mutual suspicion, and mistrust”. For some this relationship between press and politician have often translated into too close a power relationship, where implicit control and bias is often present to the extent that certain publication are argued as clearly politically aligned (Chen-Ling, 2013). Online media has likewise taken off, with official statistics indicating that 74.9% of citizens have broadband access, and more than 77.4% are mobile broadband subscribers ("Telecommunication Figures," 2013). Unlike in China, Taiwan has also seen increased use of online media, and especially social media, by political actors’ in an effort to increase make use of increasingly direct communication as a form of trust building with citizens (Don-Yun, 2006; Hung, 2012; Kwak, 2005). To this end, hypothesis two is introduced:

H2: Online media has a mediating potential between environmental values and confidence in central government.

**Methodology**

In addressing the above hypotheses, this research applies path analyses by using the STATA Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) package on the dataset obtained from the World Values Survey (2010-2014). The following sections first discuss data collection strategies employed by the different WVS (2010-2014) teams, before operationalising the variables used here.
Data Collection

As reported by WVS (2010-2014), data for China was collected between the 12th of November 2012 and the 16th of March 2013, by the Research Center for Contemporary China (RCCC) at Peking University. Surveyors targeted Adults between the ages of 18 and 75. Face-to-face questionnaire interviews were conducted on a target sample of 3840, with a valid response rate of 2300 (65.8%) and margin of error of 2.1. The sample was drawn using a GPS-assisted Area Sampling Method, incorporating stratification and multi-stage probabilities proportional to size. Researchers acknowledged that there was a need to change and omit certain China-specific sensitive questions, which this research does not use.

Data for Taiwan was collected between the 14th of March 2012 and 11th of September 2012. Researchers made use of a three-stage PPS Sampling, using (1) PSU=township, (2) Li (administrative unit under township), and (3) the eventual respondents, using systematic sampling on population of 18 years and older. A final sample of 1238 persons were drawn with a margin of error of 2.8.

Operationalisation

This research makes use of several continuous and binominal variables that fit into the theoretical outlay above. The first of these, the dependent variable, is on a four-point continuous scale based on item V115 in the WVS (2010-2014) dataset, and deals with the confidence of the respondent in the central government (Chi: M=3.03, SD=1.13; TW: M=2.26, SD=.95):

I am going to name a number of organizations. For each one, could you tell me how much confidence you have in them: is it a great deal of confidence, quite a lot of confidence, not very much confidence or none at all? The government (in your nation’s capital).
The independent variables are identified here as environmental values, and links to the literature of Heberlein's (2012), who discusses the role of values and evaluative beliefs in forming attitudes, and which eventually inform behaviour. The items used here are based on variables V60, V78, V80, and V81 and are denoted in figures 1 and 2 below as ‘Beautification’ (V60), ‘Importance’ (V78), ‘Pollution’ (V80), and ‘Protection’ (V81). The first of these, V60, is by interpretation a value extended from what Heberlein (2012) refers to as an evaluative belief, talking here of what is most valued for future national planning. A categorical value, it is dummy coded as 1= Beautification (Chi: M=.12, SD=.33; TW: M=.23, SD=.42):

People sometimes talk about what the aims of this country should be for the next ten years. On this card are listed some of the goals which different people would give top priority. Would you please say which one of these you, yourself, consider the most important? A high level of economic growth? Making sure this country has strong defense force? Seeing that people have more say about how are done at their jobs and in their communities? Trying to make our cities and countryside more beautiful?

The second independent variable, V78, is directly akin to what Heberlein (2012) describes as a value—an engrained belief held closely in the way a person may think of him or herself. A continuous variable, it is here reverse coded from negative to positive (Chi: M=3.94, SD=1.49; TW: M=4.18, SD=1.34):

Now I will briefly describe some people. Using this card, would you please indicate for each description whether that person is very much like you, like you, somewhat like you, not like you, or not at all like you? Looking after the environment is important to this person; to care for nature and save life resources.
The third independent variable, the categorical V80, was dummy coded as 1 equals environmental pollution (Chi: M=.22, SD=.41; TW: M=.36, SD=.48), and is by interpretation also a value extending from an evaluative belief (Heberlein, 2012), this one juxtaposing several values, and asking the lack of which is considered most serious:

I’m going to read out some problems. Please indicate which of the following problems you consider the most serious one for the world as a whole? People living in poverty and need Discrimination against girls and women; Poor sanitation and infectious diseases; Inadequate education; Environmental pollution.

The last of the independent variables, V81, is a dichotomous item that offers a choice between two opposed values, namely economic development and environmental protection, and is recoded as 1=protecting the environment should be given priority (Chi: M=.55, SD=.50; TW: M=.60, SD=.49):

Here are two statements people sometimes make when discussing the environment and economic growth. Which of them comes closer to your own point of view? Protecting the environment should be given priority, even if it causes slower economic growth and some loss of jobs; Economic growth and creating jobs should be the top priority, even if the environment suffers to some extent.

The last variable in this research, online media as an information source, is described here as a mediating variable that is argued to alter the association between environmental variables and confidence in government. From the dataset, two variables were judged theoretically appropriate for this purpose, including the continuous variables V222, which asks about email use as an information source (an online information activity often linked to other websites), and V223, which asks about internet usage as an information source. These two items were reverse coded from negative to positive and combined into a mean scale
henceforth referred to as Online media (Chi: M=.97, SD=1.37, α=81; TW: M=1.93, SD=1.69, α=86), but should be taken in the context as an online information source:

People learn what is going on in this country and the world from various sources. For each of the following sources, please indicate whether you use it to obtain information daily, weekly, monthly, less than monthly or never: Email; Internet.

**Results**

As mentioned above, path analyses were subsequently run on each of the two national cases; the attention on the flow of environmental values to confidence in government, and the mediating effect of online media as an information source. Figures one and two provide graphical representations, with the following discussion taking a comparative approach. Models are standardised to aid comparison.

*Figure 1: Path Analysis China*

Note: *<.05, **<.01, ***<.001; All betas are standardised for comparison purposes, thus mean (top right in box) and SD (bottom right in box) differ from operationalisation description.*
Confidence in Central Government

Hypothesis one asked about the association of environmental values on the confidence in the central government. It was argued in the theory that environmental values, if incorrectly dealt with by government, may result in legitimacy issues. Where this association is positive, it can be argued that that there is satisfaction with government action in dealing with the issue, whilst a negative action would indicate a loss of confidence—and thus that government is potentially seen as worsening the situation, whilst no association would imply no confidence and thus inadequate government response.

In the case of China, support is seen for hypothesis 1, as can be seen in figure 1 above. In this regard, strong positive support is found for personal importance ascribed to environmental values (b=.42, p<.001) and confidence in government as well as for protecting the environment being more important than economic development (b=.07, p<.001). There is
however a lack of support for the argument of *beautification* and *pollution as the most serious issue*, with this absence perhaps implying that there is a general no confidence in government’s policy to this end. Pollution is especially noteworthy, as with a p-score of .92 it is almost 100% non-significant.

In the case of Taiwan, there is only support for the *personal importance ascribed to protecting environment* (b=.15, p<.001) to confidence in government, which as with China, suggests individuals who personally value environmental protection see themselves as aligned with government efforts in this regard. Elsewhere, such alignment is lacking. Beautification, pollution as the most serious issue faced by society, and giving precedence for protecting the environment over economic development, are all non-significant, accounting for no significant confidence in governments' current policy to this end. Pollution, however, with a p-score of .09, is significant at the somewhat laxer 91st percentile, which in comparison to China is a significantly more positive view of pollution at a .48 increase for every standard deviation increase in the independent variable. Another difference here, is that of placing the environment before economics, which with a p-score of .86, it almost as non-significant as pollution for China.

**Online Media Mediation**

Hypothesis two argued that online media, due to its increased usage as an information source, holds the potential to alter existing values through the provision of alternative information.

In the case of China, partial support is found with both *pollution as the most serious problem* (b=.096, p<.001) and *protecting the environment at the cost of a slower economic development* are significant (b=.062, p<.01), associated to online media generates a negative indirect association through its -.1 (p<.001) for every standard deviation unit increase in
online media usage as an information source. This supports the assertion of hypothesis two of online media mediating the relationship between environmental values and confidence in government.

In the case of Taiwan, the same two variables offer partial support for hypothesis two, *with pollution as the most serious problem* (b=.08, p<.01) and *protecting the environment at the cost of a slower economic development* are significant (b=.20, p<.001), generating positive support, with the former slightly less so. Unlike the case of the China, though, they do so positively through online media with a .13 (p<.001) increase for every standard deviation increase in its usage. Neither these variables contributed significantly to confidence in government before the mediation of online media, again generating support for the Hypothesis 2’s assertion that online media mediates the relationship, in this case changing no support into positive support.

**Discussion**

**Issues of Legitimacy**

Severe dissatisfaction with pollution was already visible in the literature review above, where it has been visible for some time in China and in Taiwan's past. Such dissatisfaction has been recorded to occur in the form of protests both peaceful and violent (Beyer, 2006; Chun-Xi, Head, & Sheng-Rong, 1994; Ho, 2005; 2010; Goldsmith, 1999; Levin, 2002). With examples of just how violent, visible in the more recent history of the 'Arab Spring', where protestors led to the ouster of the former presidents and in some cases a continued state of anarchy (Harb, 2011; Hounshell, 2011; Miladi, 2011). Within the case of China, such eventualities have been ongoing on various fronts. In the cities of Kunming, Chengdu and Jisung in China, polluting factories have resulted in contamination of water, air and soil, with water pollution further affecting the fishing industry (“Call for Protest Against Chengdu…”,
2013; Chafe, 2005; Coonan, 2009; Liu & Chen, 2012). Singular to China, however, is that these protests often target local governments, with central government often taking corrective action in support of the protestors (Bigham, 2013; "Call for Protest," 2013; Chafe, 2005; Deng & Yang, 2013; "Pipeline Cancelled," 2013), with the nature of the response possibly reflecting on the confidence in the Central Government through displays of strength, such as in the case of the dedicated environmental court, its arrests and prosecutions, and active policies aimed at reforestation, deforestation prevention etc. However, there are also negative policies which may counter full-on success and thus the gaining and maintaining of such support, including the maintenance of strong control over environmental NGOs and maintaining a strong association to economic development, and thus risk continued association of negative effects from corporate activities to the Central Government (Deng & Yang, 2013; Hossain & Selvanathan, 2011; Leonard, 2012; Yan, 2013). Such notions could explain both the absence of association for pollution as the most severe problem faced by the nation, as well as the positive support between the strength of personal importance ascribed to environmental values and confidence in government, as well as for protecting the environment being more important than economic development; and provides both an economic and legal model for consideration by Taiwan.

As with the case of China, Taiwan also indicates that individuals who personally value environmental protection see themselves as aligned with government efforts in this regard. Furthermore, a laxer significance level of p<.09 would also permits the inclusion of a positive association between pollution as the most severe issue facing the nation and confidence in government. Such an association may well be indicative of Taiwan-government's efforts to tackle pollution, especially since democratisation in the 1980's. These efforts have included the establishment of Environmental Protection Agency, which has had the task of building
communications with the community in addition to enabling cooperation with environmental NGOs (Environmental Protection Administration, 2010, 2014). And this is also where it presents its comparative advantage. While the case of the Chinese above is proven successful through a legal model, Taiwan’s model offers up the case of promoting government-public cooperation, especially with well-established environmental NGOs and encouraging the participation of the general public through promotional events. From the above, Taiwan has however also proven a weakness, with a visible preference for corporate action, even if at the cost of environmental degradation, as indicated by the above variable in favour of environmental over corporate activity non-significant with a p-score of .86. Such a score may suggest a significant preference for economics, even at the cost of environmental damage. To confirm this assertion, the same dichotomous item was reverse coded to 1=economic development more important even at the cost of some environmental damage. Results from this extension reveals a strong positive association of a .099 increase per standard deviation increase in the independent variable, with a p-score of perfect zero. With economic development leading to support for government, even at the cost of environmental damage, Taiwan might do well to further green economic opportunities and enforce laws; where China’s legal model may offer some guidance.

**Online Media Mediation**

With regard to online media mediation, media censorship in China has never been a secret. With traditional media openly serving as the instrument of government communication, even though more autonomy has been given in recent years, increasing numbers of citizens have found an outlet online (Chengju, 2000; Edney, 2012; Haiyan, 2010; Lee, 2008). From this perspective, additional information available online potentially frees up the existing position of citizens from government information monopoly (Kyriakopoulou,
Support is illustrated to this effect where the direct positive effect of protection of environment over economic development turns a strong negative through the online platform. This is further seen with pollution as the most serious issue finding life online, and moving away from generating no confidence, to generating negative confidence. Online media thus seems to serve as a platform for breeding discontent in China, where censorship does not seem able to end this. Furthermore, as already pointed out in the literature above, by its nature, online media quickly links the local to the national, holding the ability for a sudden rapid spread of even an isolated issue.

By stark contrast, Taiwan's media freedom policies seem to allow for strong and positive pathways of environmental values through online media (Herman & Chomsky, 2008; Rampal, 1994; Rawnsley & Gong, 2011). With the often critical association to traditional media, as discussed in the literature review above, online media has also found a place central in democratic community, where there is arguably an increased freedom of speech. The nature of this freedom has been visible through several political demonstrations, including the anti-nuclear movement that gained special prominence in the face of the Fukushima nuclear reactor meltdown in Japan (Chen, 2011; Ho, 2010, 2014; Hsu, 2005). By contrast, overtly negative communications of government online seem to be tempered with the extension of other voices online, including environmental NGOs, the Environmental Protection Agency and the central government along with many of its politicians. This, by extension, might explain the why of online media as information source in generating positive support, with such a situation creating an improved free market of ideas, narrowing the possibility that singular ideas thrive and improving chances for aligning similar pieces of information. It is for example noteworthy that the running the reverse coded variable of placing environmental protection at the cost of economic development, that when placing economics first, there is a negative -.1 (p<.001) association to online media usage, suggesting that such actors are either
not able to, or not willing to, share their perceptions in this online marketplace for ideas. The underlying argument is thus that a freer online marketplace of ideas may also benefit China's Central Government in and online setting.

**Conclusion**

From the above, it is first of all clear that environmental values increasingly serve as a pillar of legitimacy, affecting confidence in central government of both Taiwan and China. But of greater interest, in both cases they are mediated by online media. In its role as mediator, online media has proved an Achilles heel for China, and benefactor for Taiwan. There are however lessons to be learned from both actors, with the other perhaps able to benefit from considering to add these to their own arsenal. Taiwan might, for example, gain benefit from adding an environment specific court to its legislative enforcement, especially in dealing with more serious issue of pollution and in reigning in the apparent willingness to pursue economic goals even if it harms the environment. Such courts may speed up the prosecution process and by extension gain more confidence from the public as a government dedicated to tackling pollution, and by further extension, climate change. China, however, has perhaps the most to gain. Not only may it benefit from a more inclusive cooperative approach with civil society and environmental NGOs, but also by opening up its online media sphere to the alternative views of these actors may it gain a more extensive market place of idea that blocks a single negative notion from thriving even when censored.

There are some notable dataset limitations that may be considered in future research. These include pursuance of the role of local government as a further mediating factor for the flow of environmental values, especially in the case of China. In addition, variables of media confidence for online media could benefit the control aspect, and it might be worthwhile to look deeper into the different types on online media, especially social media.
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